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Abstract
Naturalistic driving is a research technique that electronically observes how people drive using
a variety of cameras and sensors such as vehicle accelerometers, gyroscopes and global
positioning systems (i.e. GPS). The advantage of the technique is the observation of driving,
including crash and near-crash events, which can be used in a range of safety studies. A
common attribute of the technique is the need to identify what some have called “safety critical
events” (e.g. crashes and near crashes) using a combination of kinematic measures from the
accelerometers, gyroscopes and radar along with visual verification and confirmation of event
occurrence using video data from any of multiple cameras located on-board the vehicle. Clearly,
the longer the duration of the study and the larger the number of subjects, the larger the data
base of video and kinematic data to be searched for the relatively rare safety-critical events of
interest. This research seeks to systematically study screening of naturalistic driving event data
with the goal of a producing a method that is reproducible to many sites and stresses the use of
statistics as screening tools, minimizing where possible the use of video.
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